Emergencetics Profile
The Emergencetics Profile reveals your brilliance - the way you prefer to think and behave. By better understanding yourself and others, you can build interpersonal strategies that drive results.

Emergencetics is the language that drives results. Check out how our clients have been impacted by Emergencetics.

Emergencetics Impact
"Emergencetics has helped us foster communication. And because it is informative, easy-to-understand, and fun, it is one of the first tools that we have used as a company that has become as pervasive as it has." - Brad Schroeder, Director, Talent Management

"Emergencetics provides the lens for team members to see each person as an individual who brings uniqueness to their job and the team." - Tom Reed, Director, Leadership Development

"Using Emergencetics, we found a way to make our team cohesive, create a common language and apply what we learned about one another into greater productivity and more innovative ideas." - John McPherson, Vice President of Facilities

Over 3,000 employees globally utilized Emergencetics-based learning solutions, out of which, 99% found the Emergencetics Profile valuable to their work.

The Emergencetics Profile reveals your brilliance - the way you prefer to think and behave. By better understanding yourself and others, you can build interpersonal strategies that drive results.
Emergenetics is a simpler, easier way to understand people. It’s a language that drives business results.

Emergenetics business solutions help organizations and their people realize potential. From hiring to developing individuals and teams, our solutions are built on robust psychometric research that measures human performance.

Emergenetics is a simpler, psychometrically driven selection program. It’s a language that drives business results.

Testing. Every tool in our human capital suite is developed through psychometric data reliability scores that mean the research is sound and the questionnaire truly measures what it’s designed to measure.

Years of research and discovery have helped Emergenetics hone its focus on human capital, ensuring our tools and solutions transform the ways employees, teams and organizations perform.

Our Science

Emergenetics is reliable and valid because of our rigorous research process and data testing. Every tool in our human capital suite is developed through psychometric data and built for application in the workplace.

Emergenetics is based on neuroscience and behavioral research, which creates accurate measures of thinking and behavior.

Reliable and Valid

Scalable Approach

High Test/Retest reliability scores mean your results are accurate over time.

Score-driven Assessment

Scores are measured against a global norm to give you nationwide comparisons between individuals. Scores are re-established every two years to ensure accuracy.

Global Data

Emergenetics measures include scientific, psychological, and behavioral research that ensure accurate results.

Emergenetics is a simpler, psychometrically driven selection program. It’s a language that drives business results.

Emergenetics tools and solutions transform the ways employees, teams and companies work by providing thinking and behavioral insights that increase efficiency, improve communication and ultimately bring results.

Emergenetics is the language that drives business results.

Emergenetics is the language that drives business results.